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Interactions Between
Compliance and Ethics
This column has consistently emphasized the importance of a strong ethical climate in an organization
because it enables a company to have superior ability to
achieve all its objectives, including better financial performance. The most successful organizations have
begun to combine their compliance
and ethics efforts and even redirect
the primary emphasis of their compliance efforts toward building business value through an ethical corporate culture rather than legalistic
checking of the appropriate boxes.
Ernst & Young (E&Y) surveyed 95
leading companies as to how they
approach the challenges of achieving
compliance. The survey results describe key practices and trends, and
the companies, mostly Fortune 1,000
in size, represent 12 diversified industries. The report, Corporate Regulatory Compliance Practices, highlights both common and unique
practices. According to E&Y, the
major focus of compliance efforts in
leading-edge companies today is to
build or hone a regulatory compliance program “as a means to anticipate, identify, advise on, and resolve
regulatory and ethical business risks.”
In other words, it’s the culture that

makes it work, not stringent policing.
In contrast, the main emphasis of
some compliance systems seems to
be on how tough the program can be
run, not its content or major areas of
concern and emphasis. A February
13 Business Week article, “The New
Ethics Enforcers,” discusses a new
species of executive. Described as
“corporate cops” in the article, these
executives are high-profile former
government lawyers and judges who
have been tapped to police employee
behaviors. Noting that “the last breed
of ethics chiefs didn’t stop fraud,” the
article provides at least one important reason: Too many ombudsmen,
ethics officers, and compliance chiefs
reported to superiors too low in the
organization. This is an ineffective
strategy and likely doesn’t comply
with the guidelines of the Ethics &
Compliance Officer Association or
the U.S. Sentencing Commission,
which require compliance and ethics

leaders to report to a high level of
senior management.
More than half the respondents to
the E&Y survey stated their compliance function reports to the company’s general counsel, followed by
12% that report to a risk officer. Reporting to legal counsel raises the
possibility that behavior could conform to the letter of legal minimums
yet not be consistent with the core
values of the organization. Ethical
behavior will result in legal behavior,
but behavior that’s merely legal may
not be ethical and may not conform
to an organization’s professed code
of conduct. Interestingly, compliance
with SOX 404 requires careful attention to an internal control framework such as the COSO-defined
control environment. COSO asserts
that the most important aspect of
internal control is an organization’s
ethical culture or DNA.
Additional challenges reported by
the E&Y survey include insufficient
documentation, with 40% of the respondents reporting only partial
documentation. This situation can
lead to inconsistencies among business units and increased regulatory
risk. A best practice noted is the explicit mapping of relevant laws,
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rules, and regulations to match specific operational procedures, controls, training, and support activities.
The E&Y report contains other
best practices, such as increased training at all levels—including executive
and senior management and the
board of directors. More than threequarters of respondents customize
compliance training to the particular
needs of their business units to better
ensure effective implementation.
An interesting aspect of the E&Y
study involves performance measures. Half the respondents reported
increased use of metrics and performance measures to assess the results
of their compliance programs. Companies are using a mixture of both
outcome and process metrics. Important outcome measurements include audit or regulatory findings,

fines and penalties assessed, and the
number and type of customer complaints. Not noted was any use of
trends in employee attitudes or cultural attributes as measured by surveys or focus groups that would indicate the importance of core values.
At least one other stumbling block
to integrating systems and attitudes
that instill a values-oriented mindset into the DNA of an organization
is the requirement for management
to shift its orientation from considering a SOX 404 internal control
evaluation compliance project to a
more sustainable process of maintaining an ethical culture that permeates the entire organization.
While “tone at the top” is still a necessary component, it isn’t a sufficient
element to result in conformity to
ethical norms at all levels, which is

the key to a successful compliance
program. It appears that SOX 404
will stay around in some form at
least, so wise companies will arrange
to obtain the greatest benefits from
their investments in its compliance.
A publication by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Beyond Reporting: Creating
Business Value and Accountability, reports the results of a study showing
that companies that leverage the efforts they make in legal compliance
find other outcomes that provide advantage. The report discusses how
amplifying existing accountability
mechanisms can accelerate achievement of broader and sustainable
business objectives. Successful companies should “articulate their own
vision of accountability and sustainability and embed it within core
business strategies to create value.”
They should “also make accountability and value creation mutually reinforcing throughout the enterprise,
integrating sustainable development
across functions rather than creating
a specialist silo.”
In another research study on the
subject of compliance, Spending in
an Age of Compliance, 2006, AMR
Research surveyed 325 North American business leaders and IT professionals and found that companies
that treat compliance as more than
just a necessary cost see favorable
outcomes in areas they didn’t expect.
The top benefits reported are
streamlining business processes
(36%) and better quality (28%). ■
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